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During the Acoustic Engineering Test~AET! of the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Climate
~ATOC! program, acoustic signals were transmitted from a broadband source with 75-Hz center
frequency to a 700-m-long vertical array of 20 hydrophones at a distance of 3252 km; receptions
occurred over a period of six days. Each received pulse showed early identifiable timefronts,
followed by about 2 s of highly variable energy. For the identifiable timefronts, observations of
travel-time variance, average pulse shape, and the probability density function~PDF! of intensity are
presented, and calculations of internal-wave contributions to those fluctuations are compared to the
observations. Individual timefronts have rms travel time fluctuations of 11 to 19 ms, with time scales
of less than 2 h. The pulse time spreads are between 0 and 5.3 ms rms, which suggest that
internal-wave-induced travel-time biases are of the same magnitude. The PDFs of intensity for
individual ray arrivals are compared to log-normal and exponential distributions. The observed
PDFs are closer to the log-normal distribution, and variances of log intensity are between (3.1 dB)2

~with a scintillation index of 0.74! for late-arriving timefronts and (2.0 dB)2 ~with a scintillation
index of 0.2! for the earliest timefronts. Fluctuations of the pulse termination time of the
transmissions are observed to be 22 ms rms. The intensity PDF of nonidentified peaks in the pulse
crescendo are closer to a log-normal distribution than an exponential distribution, but a
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test rejects both distributions. The variance of the nonidentified peaks is
(3.5 dB)2 and the scintillation index is 0.92. As a group, the observations suggest that the
propagation is on the border of the unsaturated and partially saturated regimes. After improving the
specification of the ray weighting function, predictions of travel-time variance using the Garrett–
Munk ~GM! internal-wave spectrum at one-half the reference energy are in good agreement with the
observations, and the one-half GM energy level compares well with XBT data taken along the
transmission path. Predictions of pulse spread and wave propagation regime are in strong
disagreement with the observations. Pulse time spread estimates are nearly two orders of magnitude
too large, andL–F methods for predicting the wave propagation regime predict full saturation.
© 1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04606-8#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Re, 43.30.Cq, 43.30.Qd@SAC-B#
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INTRODUCTION

For a week in November of 1994 an Acoustic Engine
ing Test~AET! for the Acoustic Thermometry of Ocean Cl
mate~ATOC! program was carried out to establish the p
cision with which basin-scale ocean temperatures can
measured, to determine what vertical resolution might be
tained in a single vertical slice connecting the source and
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receiver, and to understand the influences smaller scale
cesses like internal waves and mesoscale eddies may ha
the signals~see the preceding article1!. In this paper the focus
is on internal-wave effects and the potential predictability
these effects using analytic acoustic fluctuation theo
based on internal-wave dominance.

The theory of wave propagation in random med
~WPRM! for weak fluctuations was summarized in the 196
32026)/3202/17/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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in the monograph by Tatarskii2 on optical wave-propagation
through homogeneous isotropic turbulence. Much of
early work in ocean acoustics involved unsuccessful effo
to graft the Tatarskii theory, with its assumptions of hom
geneous isotropic fluctuations, into the ocean environm
With the realization in the early 1970s that the fluctuations
ocean sound speed were dominated by internal waves w
were neither homogeneous nor isotropic3,4 a significant step
forward was made in predicting acoustic fluctuations. Mu
and Zachariasen’s predictions of the variances of acou
phase and log intensity from weak fluctuation theory w
within a factor of 2 of the observations.4 In addition to the
improvement in understanding the ocean sound-speed
tuation field, a key theoretical breakthrough was the appl
tion of path integral techniques pioneered by Dashen, Fla´,
and co-workers5–9 which led to the formulation of analytica
expressions for quantities like pulse spread, travel-time b
and coherences as a function of vertical, temporal, and h
zontal separations. Much of this early work is summarized
a monograph by Flatte´ et al.10 and later in a review article by
Flatté.11

Comparisons of measurements with the theory of Fla´,
Dashen, and co-workers have been made mostly for sh
range and high-acoustic frequency and in general reason
agreement has been shown.7,10,12–16 However, due to the
short ranges of these experiments, the internal wave e
was generally small and difficult to quantify. We prese
observations and predictions for the 3250-km AET transm
sion experiment in the Eastern North Pacific. The AET d
serves as a good testing ground for the Flatte´ and Dashen
theory; a vertical array was used so that wavefronts could
unambiguously identified with specific ray paths and m
surements of travel-time fluctuations and pulse spread w
made. One drawback to the dataset is the low pulse trans
sion rate which was as low as one transmission every 4 h and
as rapid as one every 2 h. However, 47 pulses were reco
on two vertical line arrays~VLAs!, one 3250 km away from
the source off the island of Hawaii and a second located
km distant. Low-frequency basin-scale transmissions,
those of the AET, represent a regime in wave propaga
where the Flatte´ and Dashen theory has not been tested.

An important WPRM issue is to delineate the gene
regimes of acoustic wave propagation in the ocean as
scribed by fully saturated, partially saturated, and unsa
ated propagation.10,17,18This has been done using the pha
variance calculated in weak fluctuations,F2, and the diffrac-
tion parameter,L, which is the mean square value of th
ratio of the first vertical Fresnel zone radius to the verti
correlation length of sound-speed fluctuations.2,10 But the
calculation ofL is fundamentally single-frequency becau
of its use of the Fresnel radius, and the AET transmit
pulses with a 75-Hz center frequency and a 37.5-Hz~3-dB!
bandwidth. The AET observations indicate that the propa
tion is in the unsaturated or barely partially saturated regi
while predictions ofL and F suggest full saturation. This
result suggests that a fully broadband theory for acou
fluctuations is needed.

The observation of nearly unsaturated propagation
important implications for ocean acoustic tomography~see
3203 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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the preceding article in this issue1!. First, unsaturated propa
gation implies that sound travels very close to the geome
cal optics ray paths, and ray theory is the basis of the tom
raphic inverse problem. Second, unsaturated propaga
implies that travel-time biases from internal waves are sm
In fact, the observation of pulse time spreads between 0
5.3 ms rms suggests that the bias is of the same orde
magnitude.

A second critical issue in WPRM theory is the speci
cation of the effective correlation length (Lp) of the sound-
speed fluctuations along a geometrical optics ray path.10 The
quantity Lp gives the sensitivity of the sound field to th
sound speed fluctuations as a function of position along a
path. The quantityLp is also important for stochastic tomog
raphy of the sound-speed fluctuation field. In this pape
direct numerical approach is taken which shows thatLp is
not as strong a function of ray angle as previous express
had indicated.10 Calculations of travel-time variance fo
identified rays using the direct numerical approach forLp

and utilizing the Garrett–Munk~GM! internal wave model at
one-half the reference energy are in excellent agreement
the observations. The one-half GM level is also consist
with expendable bathythermograph~XBT! data from the ex-
periment, but it must be emphasized that this is not an
verse for the GM energy level.

The general outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec
we describe the AET conductivity–temperature-depth~CTD!
and XBT data which give a rough idea of the depth distrib
tion of internal-wave energy during the experiment. In Se
we also present the main acoustical observations of tra
time variance, pulse spread, and intensity probability den
function~PDF!. In Sec. II we describe our new calculation
Lp and the important acoustic fluctuation quantities. A br
review of relevant acoustic fluctuation theory is also given
Sec. II. In Sec. III we present the comparisons between
servations and theory. Section IV has discussion.

I. AET DATA

A detailed summary of the AET experiment is given b
Worcesteret al.1 and a short review is given here.

A. Experimental review

The ATOC Acoustic Engineering Test~AET! was car-
ried out for a 7-day duration from 17 November to 23 N
vember of 1994. Signals with a center frequency of 75
and bandwidth of 37.5 Hz~3 dB point! were transmitted
from a source suspended at 650-m depth from R/P FLIP
position of 31.03417 °N, 123.59033 °W near Jasper S
mount~see Fig. 1!. The transmission schedule for the AET
described by Worcesteret al.1 The signals were received o
two vertical line arrays~VLAs!, one located at 20.65066 °N
154.00773 °W off the Island of Hawaii and another VL
located at 30.24663 °N, 123.60817 °W near Jasper S
mount. The VLAs and the source positions were monito
using a long baseline navigation system described by
ATOC Instrumentation Group19 giving a nominal position
accuracy of 1 to 2 m. The signals were also received
3203Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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several Navy SOSUS arrays located throughout the N
Pacific. The focus of this paper will be on the data obtain
from the two VLAs at 3252.382 km~Hawaii Island! and
87.325 km~Jasper Seamount! from the source. Both VLAs
had 20 hydrophone elements; the Hawaii VLA spanne
depth range of approximately 935 to 1600 m and the Ja
VLA spanned a depth range of approximately 920 to 15
m. A detailed description of the ATOC instrumentation h
been given by the ATOC Instrumentation Group.19

B. Environmental data

Direct measurements of the buoyancy frequency,N(z),
@N2(z)52(g/r0)(dr/dz)p where subscriptp denotes poten-
tial gradient; i.e., total gradient minus the adiabatic gradie#
and the potential sound-speed gradient (dc/dz)p are impor-
tant for characterizing the sound-speed fluctuation fields
the experiment. Sound-speed fluctuations in the deep o
can be expressed in terms of the potential sound-speed
dient and the internal-wave vertical displacementz

^~dc!2&5S dc

dzD
p

2

^z2&5S dc

dzD
p

2

z0
2N0 /N~z!, ~1!

where Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin~WKB! depth scaling
has been used for the internal-wave displacement in the
equation which gives a rms displacementz0 at N5N0 .

Figure 2 shows profiles of buoyancy-frequency and
tential sound-speed gradient calculated from CTDs take
the Jasper Seamount VLA and the Hawaii VLA at the tim
of VLA recovery. The Hawaii CTD was taken on 14 Febr
ary 1995 and the Jasper CTD was taken on 13 January 1
While there is a 2 to 3month lag between the CTDs and th
transmissions we consider the CTD data to be the best c
acterization of the buoyancy-frequency and potential sou
speed gradient profiles. These profiles are interpolated
range~some examples are the dashed curves in Fig. 2! for
use in the calculation of acoustic fluctuations. Also in Fig
are profiles of^(dc)2& calculated using Eq.~1! and the
buoyancy-frequency and potential-sound-speed-gradient
files in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. Geometry of the AET transmissions. The acoustic source~S! sus-
pended from R/P FLIP transmitted to the receiver~R!, as well as a second
receiver~not shown! only 80 km distant.
3204 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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From XBT data taken during the experiment~see Ref. 1!
at approximately 30-km range increments between the Ja
Seamount source and the Hawaii VLA, internal displac
ments have been estimated relative to the Levitus 1994
matology as

zxbt~x,z!5
„Uxbt~x,z!2U lev94~x,z!…

~dU lev94/dz!p~x,z!
, ~2!

whereU is temperature. To calculate internal-wave displa
ment variance as a function of depth the range average ofz at
each depth is removed and the variance and 30-km ra
lagged covariance of the demeaned data are calculated.
difference between the zero lag~variance! and the 30-km
lagged covariance is a measure of the fluctuations inz which
are incoherent at 30-km separation; this is the contribut
from internal waves. Figure 3 shows the rms internal-wa
displacement fluctuations derived from the XBT data and
comparison the WKB depth-scaled displacements from
Garrett–Munk reference level ofz057.3 m atN053 cph and
the buoyancy-frequency profile at the center of the transm
sion path~see Fig. 2!. Below 200-m depth the XBT displace
ments are between 0.4 and 1.0 times the WKB scaled
level. In the upper ocean the XBT displacements are sign

FIG. 2. Profiles of sound speed variance~top!, potential sound speed grad
ent~middle!, and buoyancy frequency~bottom! for the Jasper Seamount an
the Hawaii VLA. The profiles were derived fron CTD casts obtained dur
VLA recoveries at Jasper Seamount and Hawaii. The dashed curve
interpolated profiles at the range half-way between the source and th
ceiver. These interpolated profiles are used in the range-dependent ca
tion of internal-wave fluctuations.
3204Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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cantly larger than the GM level. The large peak at ab
120-m depth corresponds roughly to the bottom of the s
sonal mixed layer. The displacement calculations are
questionable validity near the mixed layer due to the ra
changes in the temperature gradient near the mixed-laye
terface.

C. Acoustic data

Figures 4 and 5 show time fronts measured by the
waii and Jasper Seamount VLAs. For this paper our prim
focus will be on the Hawaii VLA data. The data from th
Jasper Seamount VLA will be used to give an estimate of
transmitted pulse shape.

Figure 4 shows the now familiar long-range arrival p
tern where early arriving wave fronts are seen sweeping
the receiver array followed by a finale in which no wa

FIG. 3. Profiles of rms vertical displacement derived from the XBT data
Levitus climatology~solid!, and calculated using WKB depth scaling at 0.
1.0, and 2.0 of the GM reference level~dashed! for the buoyancy profile
half-way between the source and receiver~see Fig. 2!.
3205 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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fronts are evident due to internal-wave smearing.20–23 An
analysis of the wave front portion of the recorded signals a
the pulse termination time is presented in this paper. We a
analyze the complex finale region by calculating the PDF
nonidentified peaks with the understanding that the scinti
tions in this region give us important information concerni
acoustic scattering. The late, highly variable finale arri
energy can be understood in terms of acoustic nor
modes21 or in terms of rays,24,25 but we do not make an
explicit connection to either picture in the data analysis.
Sec. I C 6 a discussion of the late-arriving energy is given
terms of the pulse termination time of the transmissions
the intensity PDF of peaks in the pulse crescendo.

1. Arrival selection and identification

The arrival identification has been described by Worc
ter et al.1 and is summarized here. Individual wave front se
ments~see Fig. 4! can be unambiguously identified with sp
cific geometrical optics ray paths from any of a number
oceanographic data bases. Therefore we label each w
front with an ID where abs a~ID! is the number of ray
turning points and positive/negative IDs are initially pointin
towards/away from the ocean surface.

The acoustic arrival times were corrected for source a
receiver motion as described by Worcesteret al.1 Wave front
arrival times for the data were obtained using a geometr
optics wave front prediction as a template which was ma
ally offset to account for a mean travel-time difference a
travel-time changes mostly caused by the barotropic tid
Intensity peaks within653 ms of the geometrical optic
wave front were sorted according to the quality function,

Q„peak~ t !…5uC~r ,t !u2 cos„p~ t2tp!/W…, ~3!

where uC(r ,t)u2 is the peak intensity,t is the time of the
candidate peak,tp is the template ray arrival time, andW is
the window size, 106 ms. This algorithm considers both
intensity of the peak and the distance of the peak from
template, thereby giving more weight to high intensity pea
and peaks closer to the template. For each wave front at
t and for every ID and depthz the peak with the highest Q

d

amplitude
FIG. 4. A measured time front at the AET Hawaii VLA from the transmission started at yearday 326 22:00 h. The gray-scale indicates acoustic
level.
3205Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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FIG. 5. A measured time front at the AET Jasper Seamount VLA from the transmission started at yearday 324 20:00 h. The earliest arrival in this p
used to estimate the transmitted source shape. The gray-scale indicates acoustic amplitude level.
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was selected to determine the travel time. Figure 6 shows
geometrical optics template and the picked peaks for on
the AET transmissions. After the initial peak picking th
peaks were further edited so that peaks which were attrib
to more than one ID, usually near crossing zones or caus
were rejected, and peaks with SNR less than 12 dB were
rejected. The noise level for each transmission was de
mined by taking the median value of the amplitude over
entire 27-s arrival record. A median value approach was c
sen over a mean value because the median value is much
sensitive to outliers which do not fit a Gaussian no
model.26 For a Gaussian distribution the median intens
differs from the mean square value by a factor of ln(2). T
12-dB threshold severely reduces the number of usable p
for the early arriving wave fronts. ID1126 has the leas
number of points, 135 out of a possible 940~20
hydrophones347 transmissions5940!, while ID2138 has
the most with 708 points~see Table I!.

2. Extraction of wave front fluctuations

The method of Dudaet al.22 is used to define the distinc
components of the travel time, decomposing the obser
travel time for each wave front ID, depthz, and geophysica
time t into
3206 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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T~ t,z,ID!5T̄~z,ID!1T8~ t,z,ID!1Tt~ t !, ~4!

where the termT̄(z,ID) is the mean pulse,T8(t,z,ID) is the
wave front fluctuation that is sought, andTt(t) is any wave
front fluctuation that is common to all of the IDs and depth
The estimation ofTt(t) is, by a double average over wav
front ID and depth,

Tt~ t !5
1

NID
(
ID

1

J~ ID! (j
T~ t,zj ,ID!, ~5!

whereNID526 is the number of IDs andJ(ID) is the number
of depth points having all of the time points for a given I
~15 out of 20 on average without the 12-dB threshold!. The
mean value ofTt(t) is of no importance in this paper and
removed.T̄(z,ID) is estimated by

T̄~z,ID!5(
i

L
T~ t i ,z,ID!

L~z,ID!
, ~6!

whereL is the number of elements in the sum over time
each depth and for each wave front ID, and the sum is
stricted to depth points and IDs which have all of the tim
points. The fluctuations,T8(t,z,ID), have their common mo-
tion removed and have a zero time mean.
ometrical
FIG. 6. A measured time front at the Hawaii VLA from the transmission started at yearday 321 00:00 h. Shown with the time front data are the ge
optics template~sloped vertical lines! and the picked peaks~1!.
3206Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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TABLE I. Average signal to noise ratios~SNR!, rms intensity fluctuation, and number of selected peaks
each ID after editing. A total of 940 peaks are possible for the identified wave fronts and 47 peaks are p
for the pulse termination.

~ID!
Average SNR

~dB!
rms intensity fluctuation

~dB! No. of peaks

~126/2126! ~13.4/13.2! ~1.6/1.3! ~135/156!
~127/2127! ~14.0/14.3! ~1.7/1.8! ~206/224!
~128/2128! ~14.2/13.9! ~1.9/1.5! ~247/247!
~129/2129! ~14.6/14.5! ~2.0/1.7! ~222/439!
~130/2130! ~14.8/15.0! ~2.1/2.0! ~419/358!
~131/2131! ~14.1/15.1! ~1.6/2.6! ~327/526!
~132/2132! ~14.9/15.1! ~2.2/2.5! ~463/454!
~133/2133! ~14.7/14.8! ~2.5/2.2! ~444/564!
~134/2134! ~15.4/15.3! ~2.6/2.4! ~534/588!
~135/2135! ~15.7/15.7! ~2.8/2.6! ~548/665!
~136/2136! ~15.7/16.5! ~2.4/2.9! ~597/646!
~137/2137! ~16.5/16.2! ~2.9/2.8! ~652/623!
~138/2138! ~16.9/17.5! ~2.9/3.1! ~662/708!
~139/2139! ~18.3/17.1! ~3.1/3.1! ~507/506!

2256 ~pulse termination! ¯ ¯ 47
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Figure 7 shows the estimate of the mean pulseT̄(z,ID),
and the mean pulse time historyTt(t). The trend inTt(t) is
consistent with the changes underway in the mesos
sound-speed field,1 and the high-frequency variations i
Tt(t) appear to be partially accounted for by the barotro
tides @the correlation coefficient between the tide predicti
in Fig. 7 and the detrendedTt(t) series is 0.23#. The series
Tt(t) may have a significant contribution from the baroclin

FIG. 7. Upper: Mean pulseT̄(z,ID) calculated from the AET data~circles!
and a ray prediction~solid lines!. Lower: The mean pulse time seriesTt

~solid! and a barotropic tide prediction~dash!.
oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
le

c

tides since they are predominantly low-mode internal wav
and the acoustic sampling properties of the identified rays
very similar ~see Fig. 11!. The seriesTt(t) may also have a
contribution from residual mooring or source motion. Figu
8 shows time series of the travel-time fluctuationsT8 for
hydrophone 10 at a depth of 1270 m. Figure 9 shows
depth variability for some of the observed fluctuations
wave front ID2138. The fluctuations are piecewise contin
ous, with wave front breaks occurring where there are str
multiple arrivals.

3. Travel-time fluctuations

An important issue in determining internal-wav
induced acoustic fluctuations is the time scale of the varia
ity. Coherence times for internal waves are on the orde

FIG. 8. Travel-time fluctuationsT8 for the resolved time fronts for hydro-
phone 10 at a depth of 1270 m. The timeseries have been offset by 0.
3207Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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hours while for megameter, low-frequency acoustic propa
tion through internal waves the acoustic coherence times
on the order of tens of minutes.9 A calculation of the time-
lagged autocovariance functions for each identified w
front and for each depth has been done; an example is sh
in Fig. 10 for ID2138 at hydrophone 10. It is found that fo
all IDs the travel-time fluctuations show no significant tim
coherence past the first lag~2 h!, so the variance can b
considered a good measure of the internal-wave effect w
little contamination by baroclinic tides.

Figure 11 shows the travel-time variance,t2, for the
identified wave fronts plotted as a function of average up
turning point ~UTP! depth, where the average UTP dep
was determined from the identified ray path. The identifi
rays have very similar travel-time variances. The spread
ray UTP depths is only 120 m. There is not much differen
in how the identified rays have sampled the ocean. Varia
estimates for each ID were calculated at the hydrophones

FIG. 9. Travel-time fluctuationsT8 for timefront ID2138 at all hydro-
phones for the first ten transmissions. The fronts have have been offs
0.1 s.

FIG. 10. Time lagged covariance function for wave front ID2138 at hy-
drophone number 10 (depth51270 m).
3208 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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then averaged over hydrophones to give a single varia
estimate. The uncertainty estimate on the variance was
termined from the spread of variance estimates at each
drophone and assuming independent estimates of varian
each depth.

4. Pulse shapes

The average pulse shape is calculated by aligning
peaks of individual arrivals and summing over hydropho
number and time, with the restriction that the SNR of t
peak exceeds 12 dB,

^I ~ t,ID!&5
1

Nz
(
j 51

20
1

Nt
(
i 51

47

I i , j„ t̃ 2T~ t i ,zj ,ID!…, ~7!

whereNz is the number of depth points,Nt is the number of
time points, andT is the travel time of the arrival. The trans
mitted pulse shape is estimated using the first time fr
arrival from the Jasper Seamount VLA data~see Fig. 5!. This
first arrival at the Jasper VLA has an ID of23. Figure 12
compares the average pulse shapes for the 26 identified
fronts at the Hawaii VLA with the pulse shape at the Jas
Seamount VLA.

The pulse spread,t0 , can be defined in terms of th
mutual coherence function for frequency separations,Ds,

^c* ~Ds!c~0!&5expF2
~Ds!2

2
~a21t0

2!G , ~8!

wherea is the transmitted pulse width andt0 is the pulse
spread. From the Fourier transform of Eq.~8!, we call the
e20.5 point of the pulse envelope,g, whose value in terms o
a and t0 is g56Aa21t0

2. For the average AET arriva
~upper panel of Fig. 12! g59.75 ms whilea59.2 ms. The
quadrature difference of these values gives an estimate o
ms for t0 . Figure 13 shows the pulse spread,t0 , for all

by

FIG. 11. Travel-time variance for identified wave fronts and the final arri
are shown with error bars~solid circles!. Variance estimates using the ne
calculation ofLp are displayed with stars and variance estimates using
old evaluation ofLp with the parabolic-turning-point correction are dis
played with open circles. The predictions are calculated using one-hal
standard GM internal-wave energy.
3208Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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identified arrivals as a function of average UTP. Rays w
deeper UTP have more spread than shallower UTP rays,
it is evident that the pulse spreadt0

2 is much smaller than the
travel-time variancet2.

5. Probability density function for intensity

Peak intensities for the identified time fronts are used
calculate the cumulative probability distributions~CPFs! of

FIG. 12. Lower: Average pulse shapes for 26 identified wave fronts~solid!
are shown with the pulse shape observed at the near VLA~dash!. Upper:
Average pulse shape over all 26 IDs~solid! is shown with the near VLA
pulse shape~dash!.

FIG. 13. Predicted~star! and observed~circle! pulse spread,t0 for the
identified wave fronts. The predictions are calculated using half the re
ence GM internal-wave energy level.
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intensity for each ID; Fig. 14 shows the observed CPFs
ID2138 compared to CPFs for log-normal and exponen
probability density functions~PDFs!. The CPF is generated
for each ID using data from all hydrophones and all tim
subject to the restriction that the SNR is above 12 dB. The
fore the computed CPFs from the data should be consid
conditional CPFs. For the earliest arrivals the 12 dB thre
old severely reduces the data available for a CPF calculat
but for the later arrivals like ID2138 there is very little
reduction~see Table I!. Figure 14 shows that the intensit
variations are closer to a log-normal distribution than to
exponential distribution. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov tes27

for D, the maximum value of the difference between t
cumulative distributions of the data and the model distrib
tions, was performed. For the exponential distributionD has
a value of 0.1768 and the probability of rejecting the n
hypothesis is essentially zero~i.e., very low probability that
the measurements were drawn from the exponential distr
tion!. For the log-normal distributionD has a much smalle
value of 0.040 48, and the probability of rejecting the n
hypothesis is 0.19~i.e., a suggestive but not conclusive pro
ability that the measurements were drawn from a log-norm
distribution!. The variance of log-intensity for ID2138 is
~3.1 dB!2 and the scintillation index (SI5^I 2&/^I &221), is
0.74. Other IDs show the near log-normal CPF, but the to
variance decreases for the earlier arrivals, due to the 12
threshold.

6. The transmission finale

The pulse termination time of the arrival pattern at t
Hawaii VLA has been used as a pseudo-adiabatic mod
arrival time by Worcesteret al.1 in ocean acoustic tomogra
phy inversions, and so the travel-time fluctuations of t
quantity are of interest. The pulse termination time was
termined by averaging the intensities of the shallowest e
hydrophones to create a time record of intensity for ea
transmission, which was then convolved with a step funct
to locate the edge of the cutoff. Figure 15 shows the ti
series of pulse termination times at the Hawaii VLA aft
correcting for the common-motion offsetTt and after remov-
ing a linear trend. The autocovariance of this time serie
also shown in Fig. 15. Some low-frequency variability is s
evident; recall that the autocovariance for identified ra
~Fig. 10! showed no variance at time scales greater than
The difference between the zeroth lag covariance and
first lag covariance is used to estimate the internal-wa
induced travel-time variance giving 455 ms2. This variance is
greater than that for any of the identified wave front fluctu
tions ~see Fig. 11!.

The intensity fluctuations in the last 2 s of thearrival
where there are no identifiable wave fronts are also of in
est, since the scintillation behavior is closely linked to t
scattering physics. A search for peaks with travel tim
greater than 2195.75 s and with SNR greater than 14 dB o
20 hydrophones and 47 transmissions yielded a tota
23 474 peaks. The intensity CPF of these peaks is show
Fig. 16. As was the case for the the identified wave fron
the PDF is closer to log-normal than to exponential; ho

r-
3209Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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FIG. 14. Observed~solid! and model
~dashdot! cumulative probability func-
tions ~CPF! for intensity ~upper! and
log-intensity ~lower!. In the upper
panel we compare the observations
a CPF based on an exponential inte
sity PDF. In the lower panel we com
pare the observations to a CPF bas
on a normal distribution of log-
intensity. Observation are for wave
front ID2138.
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ever, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test27 for D rejects both dis-
tributions. The variance of log intensity is~3.5 dB!2, and the
scintillation index is 0.92.

II. CALCULATION OF ACOUSTIC FLUCTUATIONS

A. Phase fluctuation variance

The strength parameter,F, which is the rms acoustic
phase variability in the geometrical optics approximation
calculated for a given eigenray pathG5zr(x) and is given
by

F25s2E
G
ds

^m2~zr !&Lp~zr !

c2 , ~9!

where^m2(zr)& is the fractional sound-speed variance fro
internal waves, andLp(zr) is an effective internal-wave cor
relation length along a ray path.

The original method of calculatingLp for internal
waves, which involved approximating the ray by a straig
line that is tangent to the ray, has recently been shown to
inaccurate in many situations.28 An analytic improvement
has been used that compares well with numerical simulat
of the SLICE89 experiment. The analytic improvement
volves approximating the ray as a parabola that is loc
tangent to the ray. In this section a different approach
taken which is numerical in nature and makes fewer appr
mations than the analytic approach of Flatte´ and Rovner.28

Neglecting the effect of internal-wave currents, whi
have been shown to be a small effect,10 the phase difference
between signals which have traversed fluctuating and n
fluctuating oceans can be written for geometrical optics a
3210 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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df5sF E
G

ds

c~z!1dc~r !
2E

G0

ds

c~z!G.sE
G0

ds
dc~r !

c2~z!
,

~10!

where it is assumed thatdc!c(z) and, as a consequence
Fermat’s principle, to a good approximation the pathG in the
presence of fluctuations is the same as the ray pathG0 for the
case of no fluctuations.17 The strength parameter is given b
F25^(df)2&, so using the expressiondc5(dc/dz)pz,
wherez is the internal-wave displacement and (dc/dz)p is
the potential sound-speed gradient, the internal-wave co
lation length along a ray,Lp , can be written as

Lp~s1!5
1

^m2~s1!& F S dc

dzD
p
G

1

E
G0

ds2F 1

c2 S dc

dzD
p
G

2

3r~Dx,Dz; z̄!, ~11!

wherer(Dx,Dz; z̄)5^z(s1)z(s2)& is the correlation function
of internal-wave displacements. This approach has b
taken by Henyey18 in examining the validity of the Markov
approximation which is used in the ray-tangent approxim
tion for Lp .

Numerical solution of Eq.~11! for Lp(s1) can be carried
out efficiently because the integrand is concentrated aro
s25s1 . In practice it has been found that precision inLp(s1)
to five decimal places can be obtained by calculating thes2

integral in the following way:

Lp~s1!5
1

^m2~s1!& F S dc

dzD
p
G

1

E
x12D

x11D

dx2 secu2F 1

c2 S dc

dzD
p
G

2

3r~Dx,Dz; z̄!, ~12!

whereD5300 km.
3210Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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The correlation functionr is calculated using the
internal-wave spectrum,Sz( j ,kx ; z̄),

r~Dx,Dz; z̄!5(
j 51

j max

cos„kz~ j ; z̄!Dz…

3E
2`

`

Sz~ j ,kx ; z̄! cos~kxDx! dkx , ~13!

wherej is the internal-wave vertical mode number,kz( j ; z̄) is
the internal-wave vertical wave number, andkx is the
internal-wave horizontal wave number along one of the h
zontal axes. The Garrett–Munk internal-wave spectrum
terms of vertical mode number,j, andkx is given by3,10,29

Sz~ j ,kx ; z̄!5E
2`

`

dky Fz~ j ,kx ,ky ; z̄!

5
2z0

2

p2M j

N0

N~ z̄!

G~ j ,kx!

j 21 j
*
2 , ~14!

G~ j ,kx!5
kj

kx
21kj

2 1
1

2

kx
2

~kx
21kj

2!3/2 lnS Akx
21kj

21kj

Akx
21kj

22kj
D ,

~15!

with kj5p f j /N0B, M j5S j 51
` ( j 21 j

*
2 )21, and

N0B5E
0

zb
N~z!dz, N~z!. f , ~16!

FIG. 15. Upper panel: Time series of the pulse termination time determ
from the shallowest eight hydrophones. Lower panel: Autocovariance o
final arrival time series.
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wherezb is the ocean depth. In the GM modelN(z) is the
buoyancy frequency,f 52V sin ~latitude! is the local vertical
component of the earth’s rotation~V is the angular velocity
of the earth!, and parameters of the GM model arej * 53,
N053 cph, andz057.3 m. In the evaluation of Eq.~13!, to
an excellent approximation the second term in Eq.~15! can
be ignored, the spectrum renormalized, and thekx integral
done analytically, which yields

r~Dx,Dz; z̄!5
r0

M j
(
j 51

j max cos„kz~ z̄!Dz…

j 21 j
*
2 e2kjDx, ~17!

where the use of the normalization factorr0

5z0
2N0 /AN(z1)N(z2) is a crude attempt to account for th

depth nonstationarity of the internal-wave displacement v
ance. For the calculation ofr the WKB approximation for
the vertical wave number is used,kz( j ; z̄)5p jN( z̄)/N0B,
and j max5100. The values ofN0B at the Jasper and Hawa
sites derived from the CTD data are 8.28 and 9.74 rad
~see Table II!.

It must be emphasized here that our use of WKB res
is consistent with our use of the GM internal-wav
spectrum.29 The GM model is clearly not an upper ocea
model even though we are applying it to the entire wa
column. We choose the GM model for lack of another mo
which might describe the upper ocean.

Figure 17 shows the correlation function at the dep
whereN53 cph for the Hawaii and Jasper seamount sites
calculated using Eq.~17!. A direct calculation of the corre-
lation function using Eq.~13! and the full expression for the
GM spectrum shows that Eq.~17! differs from the exact
result at the 1% level. The correlation functions from Eq
~13! and~17! have nonzero values out to quite large sepa
tions, because they have contributions from internal wa
with large vertical wavelengths. Our numerical approxim
tion is to truncate the correlation function at the first ze
crossing, as shown in Fig. 17. Internal-wave correlat
lengths are defined by doing integrals of the correlation fu
tions;

Lx5
1

r0
E

0

`

r~Dx,Dz50!dDx, ~18!

Lz5
1

r0
E

0

`

r~Dx50,Dz!dDz. ~19!

Table II shows the values ofN0B, Lx , andLz at values of
N51, 3, and 5 cph for the Jasper Seamount and Hawaii V
sites. Larger values ofLz occur whereN is small, as can be
seen from Eq.~17! and the WKB expression forkz . The
correlation lengths at the Hawaii VLA are larger than t
values at Jasper seamount due toN0B having a larger value
at the Hawaii VLA site. The truncation of the correlatio
function allows for the correlation lengths to be evaluat
easily, and it also provides a convenient way of evaluat
$kv

2%5Lz
22 which appears in the formulas in the followin

sections~see Sec. II C!.
Figure 18 shows the weighting function,^m2&Lp /c2, for

ray ID2133 near the Jasper Seamount source calcul
from Eq.~11!. The weighting function is largest near the ra

d
e
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FIG. 16. Observed~solid! and model
~dashdot! cumulative probability func-
tions ~CPF! for intensity ~upper! and
log-intensity ~lower!. In the upper
panel we compare the observations
a CPF based on an exponential inte
sity PDF. In the lower panel we com
pare the observations to a CPF bas
on a normal distribution of log-
intensity. Observation are for the wav
front finale region.
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UTP, but has a double peak slightly off the ray apex; this
because of the anisotropy of internal waves, whose vert
correlation length is an order of magnitude less than the h
zontal correlation length~see Table II!. As discussed in the
Appendix, Eq.~11! does not concentrate the internal-wa
effect as strongly at the UTP as previous approximations4,10

A new analytical approach by Flatte´28 which takes into ac-
count the curvature of the ray and the depth variability
^(dc)2& gives results for̂ m2&Lp /c2 which are qualitatively
similar to the direct calculation.

B. Ensemble-averaged pulse

The average pulse shape is an important measur
acoustic fluctuations, since sound-speed variations can
tort the pulse in the saturated and partially saturated regim
The Fourier transform of the mutual coherence function
frequency combined with the appropriate source tran
function,P(Ds), gives the ensemble-averaged pulse~EAP!,

^I ~ t !&5E
2`

`

dDsP~Ds!^c* ~Ds!c~0!&eiDst. ~20!

Following Dashen and Flatte´,5,9 in the case of full saturation
the mutual coherence function for small frequency sepa
tions Ds can be written as

TABLE II. Internal wave correlation lengths.

Location
N0B

~rad m/s!
Lx ~km!

(N53 cph)
Lz ~m!

(N55/3/1 cph)

Jasper VLA 8.28 14.4 75/123/385
Hawaii VLA 9.74 25.7 88/145/454
3212 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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^c* ~Ds!c~0!&.expF2
~Ds!2

2
~t21t0

2!G•exp~ iDst1!

~21!

with

t25F2/s2, ~22!

FIG. 17. Internal wave displacement correlation functions at the de
whereN(z)53 cph at Jasper Seamount~solid! and the Hawaii VLA~dash!.
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t0
25S ln ~F!

2c0
D 2E

G
dŝ m2~zr !&Lp~zr !$kv

2%

3E
G
ds8^m2~zr8!&Lp~zr8!$kv

2%@g~x,x8!#2, ~23!

t15
ln ~F!

2c0
E

G
dŝ m2~zr !&Lp~zr !$kv

2%g~x,x!. ~24!

The parameterst, t0 , andt1 can be interpreted as fol-
lows. The quantitiest2 andt0

2 combine in quadature to give
the width of the pulse whilet1 represents a shift of the mean
pulse arrival time~i.e., a travel-time bias!. The quantityt2

represents the travel-time variance that one would measure
the unsaturated region. The quantityt0

2 represents the effect
of pulse spreading due to loss of coherence between frequ
cies. Physically this coherence loss can be understood a
result of the interference of many uncorrelated microrays.
practice the magnitude oft1 is very close to the magnitude
to t0 , that is to say, in the saturated region the bias a
spread come hand-in-hand.10

C. Calculation of L

The diffraction parameter,L, is the weighted average
along a ray of (Rf

2$kv
2%)/(2p) where Rf(x) is the first

Fresnel zone radius and$kv
2% is the spectrum-weighted aver-

age value of the square of the vertical wave number of inte
nal waves. Thus

L5F22s2E
G
ds

^m2~zr !&Lp~zr !

c2

$kv
2%Rf

2

2p
, ~25!

FIG. 18. Ray weighting function,̂m2&Lp /c2, calculated using the new
expression forLp , for ray ID2133, for the first two UTPs is shown in the
upper panel. The ray path is shown in the lower panel.
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whereRf
2(x)5lug(x,x)u, l is the acoustic wavelength, an

the Green’s function11 g(x,x8) gives the vertical distance
from a ray to a nearby ‘‘broken’’ ray having unit slope di
continuity atx5x8. In the unsaturated regime the diffractio
parameter,L, tells us about the variance of log-amplitude10

(^x2&); that is forL!1, ^x2&5( 1
4)LF2.

The parametersL and F are defined for single-
frequency propagation. Because the AET experiment tra
mitted pulses, the definitions of these parameters are not
cise. In particular, theL parameter is ambiguous to a larg
degree because the concept of a Fresnel zone is inheren
single-frequency idea. Nonetheless, we calculateF so that
we can compare to the travel time variance@using Eq.~22!#,
and we calculateL so that together withF we can predict
the wave propagation regime.10 This has been the standar
procedure for all broadband experiments.10,17

III. AET PREDICTIONS

Acoustic fluctuation predictions were made using ran
dependent sound-speed profiles derived from 110 XBT p
files taken along the Hawaii VLA acoustic path that we
merged onto the Levitus94 climatological profiles for N
vember~see Ref. 1!. Two buoyancy-frequency and potenti
sound-speed gradient profiles obtained from CTD casts
Jasper Seamount and the Hawaii VLA~Fig. 2! were used to
characterize the internal-wave fluctuation field~see Sec.
IV B !. These profiles were interpolated in range along
acoustic path using a triangular interpolation scheme wh
connects the maximum value of the Jasper profile with
maximum value of the Hawaii profile.

In the calculations of acoustic fluctuations, eigenr
paths are generated between the source and the center o
Hawaii VLA (depth51270 m) using the range-depende
sound-speed profiles. These are the same eigenray path
cussed by Worcesteret al.1 For predictions of the pulse ter
mination time the eigenray with the longest travel time
found using a receiver depth of 900 m. Equations~9!, ~24!,
and~25! are integrated in range using the range-interpola
buoyancy-frequency and potential sound speed gradient
files and the exact expression forLp given by Eq.~11!. For
comparison Eq.~9! is integrated in range using the standa
formulas for Lp ~see the Appendix! with the parabolic-
turning-point correction. The results of these calculations
described next.

A. Travel-time fluctuations

Predictions oft2 calculated from the old and new ex
pressions forLp for one-half the GM reference level ar
shown in Fig. 11. The old expression underestimates
value oft2 by about a factor of 3. Estimates oft2 based on
the new expression forLp are in excellent agreement wit
the observations with the biggest disagreement for rays w
the shallowest UTPs. These are the rays which interact m
with the highly variable upper-ocean internal-wave fie
which is not described by the GM correlation function. T
one-half GM energy level is also consistent with the XB
displacement data~see Fig. 3 and Sec I B!.
3213Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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B. Pulse shape

Predictions of pulse spread,t0
2, calculated using Eq

~24! ~we assume thatt0.t1!9,10 at one-half the GM refer-
ence energy level are shown in Fig. 13 together with
observations. The predictions fort0 are 40–1000 times
larger than the observations! This result differs from pre
ous results due to the use of the exact expression forLp ,
which does not concentrate the weighting along the ray at
ray UTP whereg(x,x) is close to zero. As will be shown in
Sec. III C, g(x,x), which is closely linked to the Fresne
zone~see Fig. 20!, achieves very large values for long-ran

FIG. 19. TheL–F diagram for identified wave fronts~open circles! and the
pulse termination~* !. Calculations are for one-half of the GM referenc
energy.
3214 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
e
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e

propagation. In addition the predictions show that pu
spread should increase with decreasing ray UTP de
whereas the observations show pulse spread decreasing
decreasing ray UTP depth.

C. Wave propagation regime: L vs F

Figure 19 shows theL–F diagram for the identified
rays and the pulse termination. The calculated and obse
values ofF are larger than 2p, but theL values are predicted
to be very large in this case, which forces the predictions i
the fully saturated regime. On average the Fresnel zon
spread over roughly 60 vertical correlation lengths of t
internal-wave field! Figure 20 shows the calculated Fres
zone for one of the ray IDs and it is clear that the Fres
zone is comparable in size to the scale of the wave gu
This can be understood qualitatively in terms of the consta
sound-speed Fresnel zone,

Rf
2~x!5lx~R2x!/R, ~26!

where for x5R/2, R53000 km, and l520 m; Rf

53870 m. For the case of a sound channel or wave guide
envelope ofRf

2 is close to the parabolic shape of Eq.~26!,
but Rf

2 oscillates between zero at the ray turning points a
its maximum value somewhere in between.11 Use of the new
formula forLp dramatically increases the calculated value
L becauseLp is not so strongly peaked at the UTPs whereRf

is close to zero.
All of the arrivals for theL–F calculation are predicted

to fall well within the saturated region of the diagram, whe
the pulse is expected to be a complex interference patter
many uncorrelated microrays. In full saturation the trav
time variance,t, is expected to be much smaller than t
pulse spread,t0 , and the intensity PDF is expected to b
-

el
FIG. 20. Calculated Fresnel zone ra
dius for wave front ID2133 ~solid!
and for the case of no sound chann
~dash!. The lower panel is a blowup of
the center region of the upper panel.
3214Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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close to exponential. The intensity variance for the expon
tial distribution is ~5.6 dB!2 and the scintillation index is
unity.

Figures 14 and 16 show that the observed PDFs
closer to log-normal than exponential. Further, as no
above, the observed pulse spread,t0 , is much less than the
travel-time variance,t. On the other hand, for the late arriv
als and the peaks in the pulse crescendo,SI50.74 and 0.92,
respectively, and these are well above the weak fluctua
limit of 0.3. The conclusion is that the propagation is not
the weak fluctuation limit. Yet collectively these results im
ply that the propagation is most likely in the partially sat
rated or unsaturated regimes rather than saturated.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Ray weighting function for internal waves

Previous analytical approximations to the ray weighti
function for sound propagation through internal waves
clearly inaccurate as the Appendix shows~see Fig. 18!. Fur-
thermore, the exact evaluation ofLp dramatically changes
the acoustic fluctuation predictions for quantities liket0 , t1 ,
and L. New and better approximations need to be made
improve the estimates of the ray weighting function witho
resorting to solving the full integral of Eq.~11!. The new
method outlined by Flatte´ and Rovner28 shows some promise
in gaining a better analytical hold on this problem.

B. Travel-time variance

Predictions of travel-time variance from Eq.~9! with the
exact expression forLp and for one-half the GM referenc
energy are in good agreement with the observations for m
of the identified arrivals and the pulse termination. The o
half GM level is also consistent with the XBT observation
The biggest discrepancy exists for the shallowest rays, wh
are preferentially sampling the non-GM internal-wave fie
near the ocean surface. Differences between acoustic fluc
tion predictions made using the GM model and observati
of acoustic energy which has sampled the upper ocean
been documented by Colosi23 for the SLICE89 experiment
The rise in observed travel-time variance for turning dep
above 200 m could also be related to the rise in the obse
displacement variance derived from the XBTs above 200
which is shown in Fig. 3. The predictions oft do not show
this rise, nor do the WKB-scaled displacements which w
used in the calculation oft.

C. Wave propagation regime: Intensity PDF and pulse
spread

We arrive at the very surprising result that the AE
experiment is observed to behave as though it were nea
boundary of the weak-fluctuation and medium-fluctuation
gimes. This is a very different result than other experime
which were conducted at higher frequencies and sho
range.7,10,12,14–16

The observed scintillation indices in the AET expe
ment are between 0.74 and 0.92; these are well above w
fluctuation values. Since the PDFs are closer to log-nor
3215 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 6, June 1999
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rather than exponential, the transmissions appear to be
far from the weak-fluctuation regime, if analogies with op
cal propagation through turbulence are any guide.30

The observed pulse spread,t0 , is smaller than the rms
travel-time variance by a factor of 3. This is again consist
with unsaturated or partially saturated behavior. Predicti
of t0 are off by two orders of magnitude and the variabili
of t0 as a function of ray UTP is incorrect. In addition th
observation of smallt0 suggests that the biast1 is also
small. This is an important result for ocean acoustic tom
raphy since a change in travel time bias cannot be dis
guished from a change in heat content.

In comparing PDFs the log-normal~unsaturated! and the
exponential~full saturation! PDFs are the only models w
have used though other models exist. Ewart31 proposes the
use of the generalized Gamma distribution, which has
log-normal and exponential PDFs as limiting cases. Fla´
et al.30 have suggested a log-normal convolved with an
ponential distribution, which was developed and tested
optical propagation in the atmosphere. The AET data
consistent with the log-normal distribution and probably ca
not distinguish between more complicated distributions.

These results show the dramatic limitations of the C
theory of acoustic fluctuations, and they illustrate the ne
for a fully broadband fluctuation theory.

D. Transmission finale

The observed log-normal distribution for the crescen
peaks~Fig. 16! is again a surprise since the present und
standing of this region, in ray language, is that the wave fi
is a complex interference of many deterministic as well
stochastic rays.24 At the same time, numerical simulations o
acoustic propagation through internal waves by Colosi a
Flatté,21 and analytical work by Dozier and Tappert,32,33 in-
dicate that acoustic normal mode intensities, in this region
strong mode coupling, should obey an exponential PDF.
exact connection between the normal mode PDF and
full-field PDF observed here is unclear.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF L p

The calculation ofLp , the correlation length of interna
waves along a ray tangent, is well described in the literat
~see Ref. 4, 10, or 34!, but the ray-tangent approximation
clearly inaccurate near the ray turning depth. In this sectio
3215Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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FIG. A1. Ray weighting function
^m2&Lp /c2 along ray ID2133 with
~solid! and without ~dash! the
parabolic-turning-point correction. Fo
this example the profiles of sound
speed, buoyancy frequency, and pote
tial sound-speed gradient were inde
pendent of range and were taken fro
the midpoint of the transmission path
tio
te

co

a-

n

f

discussion of some analytical modifications to the evalua
of the functionLp that make the calculation more accura
near ray turning points will be given. The functionLp is
conventionally evaluated by approximating the ray as
straight-line segment over distances on the order of the
relation length of internal waves. That is,

Lp~u,z!5
1

^m2~z!& E2`

`

dur„s1 ,s11~u,u tanu!…, ~A1!
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n

a
r-

wherer is the correlation function of sound speed fluctu
tions, s15(x,z) of the ray, andu is the slope of the ray.
Away from ray turning points the straight-line approximatio
can be used, but it clearly fails at the ray apex whereu50.
Therefore a limiting value ofLp will be derived based upon
the curvature of the ray at the upper apex.

The correlation functionr can be expressed in terms o
the internal-wave displacement spectrumSz(k,z) as
s
n

.
o-
tial
and
th.
FIG. A2. Upper panel: Ray weighting function
^m2&Lp /c2 using the parabolic-turning-point correctio
calculation ofLp ~dash! and the new calculation ofLp

~solid! along ray ID2133. Middle panel: Ray slope
Lower panel: Ray trajectory. For this example the pr
files of sound speed, buoyancy frequency, and poten
sound-speed gradient were independent of range
were taken from the midpoint of the transmission pa
3216Colosi et al.: Acoustic fluctuations in a basin
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r~s1 ,s2!5ReF E dvE d3kSz~k,z!ei ~kxDx1kyDy1kzDz!G .
~A2!

For a parabolic turning point,Dz5au2 with a5(0.5/c)
3(dc/dz), and assumingDy50,

r„s1 ,s11~u,au2!…5ReF E dvE dkzE kdkE
0

2p df

2gp

3Sze
i „k cos~f!u1kzau2

…G . ~A3!

ThenLp is given by

Lp~a,z!5
1

^m2~z!& E dvE dkzE kdkSz Re@ I ~a,k,kz!#,

~A4!

where

I ~a,k,kz!5E
2`

`

du eikzau2E
0

2p df

2p
eik cos~f!u. ~A5!

The angular integral can be done to yield a Bessel funct
J0 , and theu integral has a closed form solution35 resulting
in

Re@ I #54pFA p

kza
cos„k2/~8kza!2p/4…J0„k

2/~8kza!…G .
~A6!

Using the WKB internal-wave dispersion relation,v2

5N2k2/kz
21 f 2, the WKB vertical wave number relation

kz5pN j /N0B, and the internal-wave spectrum in terms
vertical mode numberj and internal-wave frequencyv,

Sz5^m2&Nv f
Av22 f 2

v3

Nj

j 21 j
*
2 , ~A7!

the result is

Lp~a,z!52p fAN0B

aN (
j 51

`
H~ j !

Aj
E

f

N

dv
Av22 f 2

v3

3cos„b j~v22 f 2!2p/4…J0„b j~v22 f 2!… ~A8!

with b j5p j /(8aN0BN). For small j (1< j .30), the
J0„b j (v

22 f 2)… term and the cos„b j (v
22 f 2)2p/4… term

can be approximated with thev5 f values because the inte
gral is highly peaked forv. f . For j .30 the weighting of
the spectrum is small so to a good approximation the resu

Lp~a,z!5
p2

2
A N0B

aN~z!
^ j 21/2&. ~A9!

This can be compared to the straight-line case where

Lp~u,z!5
p2

8
f N0B^ j 21&Mv

21 ~A10!

and

Mv
215E

vL

N dv

v3 S v22 f 2

v22vL
2D 1/2

, ~A11!

wherevL
25 f 21N2 tan2(u).
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We adopt the rule in calculating the quantityLp along
the ray path thatLp5min„Lp(u,z),Lp(a,z)…. Figure A1
shows the ray weighting function̂m2&Lp /c2 with and with-
out the parabolic-turning-point correction for one of the r
arrivals. It is clear that the vertical correlation length of i
ternal waves limits the growth of the weighting function.

Figure A2 shows a comparison between the modifi
weighting function^m2&Lp /c2 using the parabolic-turning
point correction and the calculation from Eq.~11! which uses
fewer assumptions. The influence of the internal-wave fi
on the acoustic wave propagation is not as strongly conc
trated at the UTP as has been previously assumed.4,10,9
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